Identification and characterization of mouse cochlear stem cells.
Genetic, noise- and drug-induced loss of hair cells in the mouse and human cochlea leads to permanent hearing loss due to lack of regeneration of hair cells, which may be due to reduced numbers or loss of the regenerative ability of stem cells in the adult cochlea. We hypothesized that the mouse neonate cochlea harbors stem cells capable of differentiating into hair cells. Cells from the primary neonate cochlear culture began to proliferate and formed floating spheres after 14 days in vitro (DIV). By comparison, spheres from the primary culture of the cortex were observed after 7 DIV. Cochlear sphere cells could be passaged and the new spheres were observed after 7 DIV. Cochlear sphere cells were capable of differentiating into astrocytes and oligodendrocytes, but not neurons under the conditions tested. Cochlear sphere cells expressed Sox2 and Myo7a, but failed to show markers that are expressed exclusively in mature cochlear tissue, while cells from cortex spheres expressed Sox2 and Otx2, but not Myo7a. Our results show that cochleae from neonatal mice harbor cells capable of forming spheres and cells from these spheres appear to be better endowed to become hair cells.